which cluster around the quasi-hexamers.
Results and Discussion Structures of the Subunits
The subunits adopt a variation of the canonical eight-stranded Structure of the Capsid The RYMV capsid comprises 180 copies of the coat protein jelly-roll ␤-sandwich fold found in most icosahedral viruses. Excluding the N-terminal 49 residues, which are disordered, arranged with T ϭ 3 quasi-equivalent symmetry. The overall shape of the virus particle is shown in Figure 1a The quaternary organization of the RYMV capsid does not are shown in Table 2 . Although the two viruses have remarkably that of RYMV (Figure 6c ). However, elevation of the pH to 7 significantly reduced the amount of intact virus to 40% similar ␤ annuli, the origins of the polypeptides are different (Figure 6d) . At pH 8, only 2.5% of the virus could be recovered. as a result of the domain swapping. In SCPMV the ␤A arms No viral particles could be detected at pH 9 (Figure 6e) . from the C subunits nearest to the 3-fold axis contribute to the It is evident that RYMV is more stable than SCPMV under ␤ annulus (Figure 2b) , whereas in RYMV the ␤A arm from a pressure and elevated pH. There is a high degree of similarity distant C2 subunit (2-fold-related C subunit) forms the ␤-annuin the structure and interacting elements at the subunit interlar structure (Figure 2a) . This is the result of the different direcfaces of RYMV and SCPMV (Tables 1 and 2, Figure 5) , and tions in which the ␤A arms fold in the two viruses. The arrangeboth contain aspartate residues as part of their calcium binding ment of ␤A arms in RYMV consequently produces long-range sites. Calcium sites at the subunit interface were suggested interactions, which knit the subunits into a web with polypepto be a pH-dependent regulatory element responsible for the tide threads. The interlocking chain starts at the C2 subunit viral polymorphism of CCMV [10]. In sobemoviruses, a similar (residue 53) and is embedded between the C and B2 subunits argument can be used to explain the virus swelling. As pH (residues 53-40) as it extends toward the distal 3-fold axis, rises, the deprotonated carboxy groups of aspartate residues where it is fastened together with 3-fold related chains (resiof the calcium site at the interfaces repel one another. This dues 40-31) at the ␤ annulus (Figure 2a) . In contrast, the SCPMV repulsion between the subunits leads to the swelling and desta-␤A arm interacts with the C subunit that it originates from. With bilization of the virus particle. the formation of the ␤A strand and ␤ annulus around the 3-fold
In the case of TBSV it has been proposed that the function axis, the ␤A arms enforce the interactions of the hexamer; of the ␤A arms in the C subunit and the ␤ annuli is to determine however, the interactions between hexamers are not as strong the size of the virus particle during assembly from the anion-exchange column operating at 1500 psi with a Six weeks after inoculation, the leaves were harvested and the virus was extracted (C. B., N. O., M. Y., R. N. B., and C. M. F., unpublished data) . single peak at the void volume at pH 6 and pH 7, indicating SCPMV was propagated in cowpea plants and purified according to the that the particles were largely intact and the virus was stable. 
